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Iutroductory nolc froD, F.Z.: Tlis pq)er contuins theJirst Nlblic discussiou of o:periencing.
It *as presented ln a "Crqz\' Ideas" sentitu,' latlgllt bl Carl itt vhich Gene and I \tere graduate
stLtdcnts, and then anteared in lhe CoLutselittg Center Discltssion Papers (Vol. I no.3) in 1955.

Wh.tt follo$'s is the paper as origiuulh n ritlen excepl for a fetr spelling corrections, cornpleliqr't
ttf ittcontplete sentences and the octasionul rentark atldctl lo hclp the reeder undersland terms
that vere ('Li-rcnt il the 1950's.

Ittroducliotl

This papcr consists of lhree nrain seclions. In the first section rr,e {alk about cerlain personal

aspects or dinrensions that change over significant growth experiences including therapy. In the
second srclion we talk about the characteristics of the thcrapy sinration and in the third section

of the paper we explore a theory which hclps us to cxplain why chamge takes phce as a result of
thc therapy situation.

It seems to us thal we have chosen an enlirely different type of variable to focus on, when

looking at the changes that take plilce as a result of a growth experience. we look at the
dimensions of experiencing. By dimensions we tnean such things as the intensity, fullness, and

inlnlediac), of the exl)criencing which is going on at the nroment. By experiencing we mean in
general all tlrrt gocs on \r'ithin the orgmisn that is capable of being felt. There are several
inlportant differences belween this type of variablc and those which occupy the ccnter of the
stilge in the culTent clicnt-ceiltered theory.

Sone Of The DiJfet ences In Ttpe O.f Variables

One of the differences might be described as the difference between the content of a feeling
and its dimensions. It seens to us that most theory is concemed mainly with the content of the
feeling whereas we are concentrating upon certain dinrcnsions or attributes of the feeling. By
"content" we nrean both lhe enotion of anger in the statement "I ant angry" and the meaning to

the self that having the cnotion and nraking the statement has for the person making it. By
dimensions, as we have said, we nrean such things as the immediacy, fluidity, etc., ofthe feel ings.
That a real difference exists between looking at an experience in terms of content or dimensions
can be seen in cate€iorizing the feeling slatements: "I an angry" and "I ant loved." These

statements are quite different if one concentrates on emotion and meaning variables; whereas

even though lhe emotions and meanings of the two statements are quite different, they might
both be felt by the person at the sa[re in]mediacy and so be categorized together on that basis.
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56 Eugene Gendlin and Fred Zinring

Previous formulations involve both theoretical constructs and the experiential data selected by
these consEucts. The theoretical constructs are basic to the meaning that the experiential data
have. For example: the constructs of the self concept, and ofthe need for regard, determine the
experiential data that Rogers' theory would examine.

Our variables are aspects ofexperience itself and therefore have meaning without theoretical
constructs. Our theory consists of generalizations which need not be accepted to make our
variables (or their choice) meaningful.

We consider the first difference, that betwe€n content and dimensions, as being the most
important. These differences between other theory and that offered here have led to results both
interesting and, we hope, exciting. One of these results has been an entirely different t)?e of
theory as will be seen when the omission is noted of content terms such as threat, congruency,
anxiety, and also the omission of any terms having to do with the accuracy of anything in
awareness. Also, the causes of change which are talked about in the latter part of this paper are
different from those focused upon in the Rogerian theory and yet the change that is being looked
at is the san)e.

OUTTINE OF DISCUSSION
L Dimensions of experience.

A. Experiencing in gencrrl.
l. Full-bodied detail vs. bare outline.
2. Immediacy vs. postponement.
3. Intensity vs. dinlinution.
4. FIuidiry vs. stuck.
5. Capable of differentiation vs. frozen.
6. Freedom to integrate vs. lack of freedom to integrate.

B. Dimensions of experiencing with reference to experiencing of seli
l. Self feeling vs. selfconcept.
2. Within the self feeling; self as holistic vs. identification of self with part.
3. Lack ofinlplication vs. implication.
,1. Self as medial vs. self as object.

C, Experiencing of others.
l. Fluid variation vs. rigidly repetitive expectancies.
2. Variely vs. snnll number of possible expectancies.

IL Characteristics of a dual-person situation.
A. Fomral cha-racteristics of the situation.

l. Unskuctured, fluid situation vs. definite and explicitly structured situation.
2. Pernrissiveness toward ambiguity vs. insisting on definiteness.
3. Activity vs, passivity.
4. Meaning first created by the client vs. meaning first created by tberapist.

B. Feelings about situation or therapist.
1. Client feels that sfucture is not definite vs. feeling that it is definite.
2. Client feeling toward ambiguity.
3. Client feels Iike the active ralher than the passive partner in therapy.
4. Self presented in the contexf of present behavior vs. self presented as

defi nite organization and description.
5. Feelings about situation which define it as unique: self-in-relationship

feelings unique vs. self-in-relationships feelings not unique.
6. Behavior in situation (and with therapist) duplicating problem; exceed

problem definition vs. not exceed problem definition.
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7. Feelings about therapist's role: process participator vs. any definite role.
8. Difference the presence oftherapist makes to clieni.

m rheory 
DrscussroN

I. Dimensions of experiencing

In the following section, cenain phenomenological aspects of experiencing are described. It
should be emphasized that these seem to occur together at different levels. An ex ample using the
fi$t three attributes described below, would be that the experience which is felt in its full-bodied
detail would, more likely than not, also be more immediate and intense. The description of
phenomenological change over significant growth experiernes falls into three subgroups: IA)
experiencing in general, IB) experiencing ofself,IC) experierre and expectancy ofselfin relation
to another.

IA) Eqteriencing in general

IA-1 Full-bodied detail vs. bare outline

One significant aspect seems to be the newness or difference ofexperience. Is the experience
partofa repetitive outline or scheme, always the same and bare with only afew general atbibutes,
oris it a full-bodied rnesh ofpresent detail, always changing anew? Examples of bare experience:
dominant, submissive, dependent: the outlines, not the details, are felt.

IA-2 Immediacl vs. postponement

The feelings about an experience may be in it, or just after it and outside it. The experience
and feeling may be one, or the penon may feel like an observer slightly removed from it.

IA-3 Intensi\ vs. diminution

Experience can be described with reference to whether the full intensity ofthe feelings in the
situation is had or whether the feelings are toned down. Example: A client, after a story full of
incidents, "If even one of these things happened now...geez! But it all canre at rne and I j ust sort
oflet it drop aJl around rne and never felt it much."

In therapy a client often later identifies a session as important because he felt something
intensely, even though he noted no change in content. Change may be noted during the week and
the client nay then say, "It had to do with our last session." Such examples lend significance to
intensity ys. diminution as a change continuum.

IA-4 Fluidity vs. stuck

Under this heading we are focusing on whether the feelings of the person change in a new
situation or whether they carry over unchanged from precious situations and so block the
experiencing of the present. For exarnple, a person who remains angry for several hours after a
threatening experience may be unable to panicipate meaningfully in other situations during that
tlme.

IA-5 Capable of dilferentiation t's. frozen

The manner of experiencing we call capable of differentiation can serve us optimally when
we use past experience. In such optimal use the past provides a fluid background for present
inter?retation. Forexample, thinkofyourown past functioning in your understanding ofa present

client. You do not think of or react to your own old experierrces. It helps you understand but you
do not have to feel it . You are able to employ aspects of it to understand the prcsent client.
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Opposed to this fluid utilization is the case we call "frozen": an old exprience inserts itself into
a prcsent situation. It arises as a whole unit... forcing you to think of or feel the whole old
experience. By calling it "frozen" we express that it is incapable of interna.l differentiation.

A little more explarntion is necessary: the question is not that of accuracy. The old experience
may indeed be very like the present. The difference lies in whether one has to use the old
exp€rience as a rigid whole or whether the old is capable of differential use for experiencing...
the new,

14-6 Freedom to integrale es. lack offreed.om to integrate.

Particu lar experiences may or may not be capable ofmany relationships within the whole mass
ofexperience.

IB) Dimensions of experiencing with reference to expefiencing of self:

IB-1 Self concept vs. self-Ieeling

We introduce a new term: "self-feeling". Very simply, this refen to dominant feelings of self.
Although no one feeling term could describe self-feeling, and although aperson's feeling changes
from one activity and situation to anoder, nevertheless a person does have, fairly p€rmanently,
sorne dominant feelings of himself, such as: wholesonre, vulnerable, small, scared, wormy, weak,
lost, etc. We place as a continuum here (for IB- l) the degree to which the self is predominantly
experienced as a feeling. The difference berween the notions of self-concept and self- feeling is
an important one. Self-concept is primarily an information notion, the self-feeling is a pheno-
menological self-experience.

There seem to be two notions useful in describing self-feeling. One of these is coping (the
individual coping with the outside world and how the outside world will handle him). Contained
in this are such qualities as direc(ion and strength. "Small" as a feeling has in it the idea of a
pow€rful (srength) world which might attack (direction = toward) the participant.

The cbange in self-concept over therapy has been studied rather extensively. We think that the
relationship between changes in self-feeling and the changes in self-concept would be an
interesting and fruitful area of investigation. For reasons which appear later, we would expect,
for example, that in the later stages of th€rapy the importance to the client of the self-corcept
diminishes. It may, ofcourse, b€ deduced by the outside observer and may remain important as

a theoretical construct. Self-feeling of a different type becomes most important. This is the type
of self-feeling which is a feeling of activeness, and living rather than a feeling about self. This
is to be distinguished from the selffeeling which has the feeling aboul the selfas an object. This
will be funher discussed under Self as object and Self as medial.

IB-2 Within seA-keling: Identilication of self with part vs. se[ as holistic

Very oflen we hea.r a client's excited surprise: "There is so much more to me." Or we might
characteriz€ the holistic feeling by the following experience: "I don't feel I am worthless, - it is
only one feeling that comes to me, but nowadays, even when it does, I feel that that's only pan
of all the me that goes on." This notion of "holistic" means a sense of oneself as a varied and
broad visceral process. Identification of self with a part would result in a selfexperienced as only
a few feelings.

IB-3 Implication vs. lack oJ implicationfor self-concept

Experiencing may or may not say something to the person about himsell Failure at such and
such an activity may mean "I am wordrless" or "I am weal" etc. Or it may have no such direct
implication. Many or few aspects ofexperience may carry such an implication.
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IR-4 Selfas object and selfas medial

This distinction is an imporont one for the theory which cornes laier in the paper. It is he
distinction between a dominant self-feeling such that tho self is an object and a dominant
self-feeling which is an objectless feeling oractivity or coping or functioning. We have borrowed
the word "medial" from Federn (1952). It was derived from grammar and refers to that mode of
verbs in which they have no object. Examples are "I run" or "I sing".

We would predict an increase over therapy in proportion of the nredial to the self-as-object
feeling.

L-C) Attribules of experience, experiente of others

IC-l Rigidly repetitive expectancies vs. Jluid variqtion

By "exp€ctancy" we mean a peNon's anticipation (to which he reacts inside) of the behavior
ofsignificant others. We are interested in these in themselves and want to note how they change.
We predict an increased variety and differentiation inexpectancies aftertherapy. Broadly, similar
expectancies would be different eacb tirne, instead of always being identical.

IC-2 Variely vs. small number ofpossible e4tecLancies

This difference is closely related to the above (IC- l); here we are looking at the number of
broad kinds ofexpectancies a person can have.

Before we move on to II, the second (situational) group of characteristics, a shon review of
the construct that unites all the items in I, the first (experiencing) group, is in order: All of the
above listed continua coniain in sorne sense the opposition of stsucture and process. We are
attempting to show that in therapy a client moves from structure-bound experiencing to a different
sort of experiencing we ruIme "process". This is |he same distinction Rogers draws between
introjected value systems (i. e., values taken from others) and valuing process . "...he is replacing
his present value system...with a continuing organismic valuing process." (Rogers, 1951, P.522)

We are not concerned with the origin ofthe structure-bound experiencing, but rather with the
nature of such experiencing as different from process-experiencing. Further definition and
explication of this concept follows after the description of the second group of characteristics -
those of the therapy situation. We predict (hopefully) that these second groups will covary with
the first, and can be considered as attributes of the therapy situation operating on the person to
bring about the changes of the first list.

I I. C horac te ristics of a dual-pe rs on s it uat ion

These characteristics fall into two sub-groups: A) formal charrcteristics ofthe therapy situation
(observable by an observer) and B) veftalized feelings of the client about situation and therapist.

II-A) Irormal characteristics of lhe siluelion

II-AI DeJinite and explicit structure of the situation vs. indelinite

We would ordinarily refer to this difference by asking: how structured is the situation? How
definite does the therapist make his expectations of the client, what the client may and may not
do, or will or won't do.

II-A2 Permissiveness toward ambiguitl vs. striving for defnition

Is the situation allowed to remain ambiguous or does the therapist, through his reflection or
admissions of puzzlement indicate that the situation between tbem must be definite? Sorne

therapists say "I don't understand" and sound Iike they mean "explain! define!" and some sound
like they mean merely, "I don't understand" or "I'm trying to follow" or "I'm aware ofhow that
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is to you, including the fact that it is not clear." Does the therapist accept the ambiguous, call it
"it" and include it, or does he only accept and talk about that which is definite?

ll-43 Activity vs. pqssivity

What proponion of the time rnay the client be active and what portions of the time is the
therapist keeping the ball? Here behaviors on the part of the therapist such as asking, initiating,
starting on a subject not raised by oneself or not chosen to continue, agreeing, accepting, and
letting go of something said by the client all affect the amount of time the client can be active.

II-44 Meaning lirst created. by the client vs. meoning first created by the therapisl

This is a sub+lass ofII A.3. The question is: who fint isolated the "it" that is being discussed?
Who frst gave it character? (If our criteria become sufficiendy sharp, intra-group predictions
such as the following could be made: if permissiveness toward ambiguity is not exceptionally
high, then a high proportion of therapist creating should correlate negatively with Group I (the
dimensions ofstructure or process nature ofexperiencing). This exemplifies the finer predictions
that may be envisioned).

The above four continua 0IAl-4) are characteristics of the therapy situaiion and may or may
not change during the course of therapy. They may be independent of the client and depend on
the therapist. It is tberefore the (perhaps constant) level of these continua (not change) which is
predicted to covary with the change in levels in group I. On the other hand, he next subgroup
(II-B) involves feelings and behavior of client. Therefore it is change on these continua which
is expected to covary with change in group I.

II-B Client's feelings about situation or therapist

II-81 Clientfeels structure is dertnik vs.feelings that it is not delnite.

This category is the same as A-1, but taken from the client's frame ofreference.

II-82 Client's feeling toward anbiquity:

Client considers ambiguity as either a breakdown in communication or as a necessary pan of
it. The client may shy away from the vague and ambiguous. He/she may feel that h€y'she cannot
say what is not clear. On the other hand, the vague may have for hirn/her a legitimate role,
indicating that he/she is free to tolerate - even to be - is/herpresent momentary, albeit ambiguous,
feelings.

II-83 Clientfeels like "the active one" vs. " the lnssive one"

Does the client feel that the counselor has good ideas, knows a lot more about him/her than
hdshe does, often gets there before he/she does, puts things much better than he/she can, usually
sees through hirn/her, often takes the right direction, puts his/her finger on what is searched for,
or are other kinds ofdescriptions more outstanding for the client?

II-84 Self presented as delinite organization and description vs. seI presented as frotn
presenr behavior to ltresent behavior, i.e. now

In therapy the client's conceptual structure abou( his or her self meets inconsis(ent data and
falls apart. The client, in order to be able to bear this, maintains a selfconsisting of I-speaking-
to-you. (I am appalled at how inconsistent I am.) In general, there are distinguishable the
presentations of self either as a system to be investigated, or as the speaking I. (Or as one client
put it: "At first (in theory) I marched myself from without, and now I seem to be marching out
from within." Another client put the same idea "I used the situation with you to get a picture of
myself and fix it", which was abandoned in favor ofa scary, but at the same time good 'just being
here with you and nothing to characterize what I am or should do."
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II-85 l:eelings abor te situation which deJine it as wtique

a) Clients are often heard describing just what there is about the therapy situation which, for
them, no other situation provides, and which is of some chief imponance to them. Examples:
"Only here can I speak freely" "Only to here is there no pressure to keep up conversation."

b) Perhaps the same thing, and perhaps different, is the client's feeling that he can, with
therapist, be or do what he can't with anyone else. Examples: "Only to you can I speak freely."
"Only you care for me."

c) In addition to noting these items and change in rhem, we think that this pinpoints the acdvity
which characterizes the process in this relationship situation. Considered as a cont inuum, unique
aspects either do or do not represent active self-freeing and growing activities.

II-116 Behavior in siluation duplicales probletn

a) Often the client behaves in the thcrapy situation in a fashion which exemplifies what he is
speaking about. (For example, he may describe himself as passive, and then ask what he can do
about it.)

b) Agdn, i( may be the same or not, to duplicate lhe content in one's way of relating to, or
feeling about the therapist.

c) In addi tion, a conti nuum can be made between two cases of duplicating: I ) where the client
duplicates, only; and 2) where the client at first duplicates, but then goes on to be or do precisely
what he said he could not be or do (or vice versa to not do what he said he always does.) For
example he may, in the situation described above, ask what to do about bcing so passive, and
then have an idea or nlake a dccision. or ignorc or renounce the therapist's resF)nse and give his
own.

IIII-7 l"eeling about thc role of the therapist: Pt'octss pa icipator vs. ant defnite role

Here we are referring to a continuum \\,hich varies betu,een the client's seeing the thcrapist in
one or several definite roles which are sonrewhat persistent over tinte and the therapist seen in
terms of the nloment lo momcnt aclivity betwe€n them.

IIB-8 Dillerences the present'e of theralrisl ,nake k, clienl

The differences which the presence ofthe lhcrapisr nrakes to the clicnr brings us to a discussion
ofthe whole re.d m ofrelationship. We do not linit our theorerical dcfinition ofrelationship either
to perception by the two people ofeach olher. nor even to lhat much of lheir present being which
they can clearly assign as madc possiblc by each other. Relationship, as will be discussed later,
includes all the difference one n'nkes to $e other, i.e., all that one is which he would not be
without the other-

However, between a mere percepdon of each other, and a deep difference in what self is with
th(] other, there is a process in which one pcrson nrakes nrany identifiable differences to the other.
Especially (and perhaps first in tinre) there arise diffcrences nrade in the fcelings due to
communication. But de€per ones are equally felt as clcarly assignable to the other pcrson's
presence.

The following are examples of "diffierence" made to C by rhe presence ofT. (Ofcourse, they
also indicate other dinrensions, as already explained.):

"Just as I was about ready to tell T (therapist) sonrething, it already felt differcnt."
"The frightening things secmed even morc frightening, when I approached thcrn in lhe hour."
"I felt something wilh T, which I never could before."
"I felt a new freedom to be a cenain way."
"Something I said nrade me fcel even nlore intensely what I had begun to feel."
"I felt something more intensely, but nothing changed."
"To hear T express my feeling canre as ajolt, even though was what I had said myself."
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"I had a new experience that someone actually saw me."
"It felt like T is holding up one end of the load I always carry with me. "
"After telling it to T, the thing I told didn't seem at all as bad as it had before."
"As I walked in and sat down, I imrnediately felt different than I had been feeling.,'

Suwwry of theort that writes II:
We are seeking, in II, to descdbe some characteristics of a situation which would engender

process experiencing and process self. By engender we mean either "cause" or ,,make possible,,.
In sub-group II-A we describe the therapist's behavior or the situation apart from client
perception. This may stay constant, and a constant high level of tr-A characteristics should
correlaE with much movement in I

In II-B, on the other hand, we describe the client's perception of the relationship and his
behavior in it, and we would therefore predict movement in tr-B to covary with movement in I.
II-B may be looked at as indices of the impact that the therapy situation has on rhe client. If the
therapy is the cause ofchange, some indices of the impact causing change ought to appear. These
are "precess terms", measuring the change as it occurs. Prediction would be that these indices
covary with I. These may occur just before critical change. For example, there may be one or
several points at which the client discovers that the situation is not as structured as hdshe had
thought (trB I ), or that ambiguous material can be tolerated and does produce depth and clarity
(I), or that he/she finds himself,fterself more active than he/she knew he/she was (IIB-3), or a
point at which he/she has a new relationship-experience and transcends the self-picture he/she
is still seeing and to which he/she feels commifted 0IB-5). The continuums ofl and oftr-B should
covary, but if the causal hypothesis is correct, movement in II ought to precede movement in I.
R. Dymond once said that self-in-relation to therapist ought to change prior to changes in the
self, and in the same direction.

III. Theory

In Generql.

In therapy the client moves from one kind of experience to another: from "structure-bound,'
experiencing to "process" experiencing. This movement is related to certain obiective and
experienced characteristics of the rherapy situation.

Meqning ofstructure and process.

"Process" can be used in the sense in which it includes all experiences including both sides of
our distinction between structure and process. Then it means, phenomenologically, the presence
ofan interweaving mesh of feelings, perceptions, thoughts, etc.

Di[erences be n-e en struclure-bound ond process expe riencing.

l) By structure-bound is meant reacting to the situation of now, by finding it to be like a past
experience, and then reacting to that past, feeling it .

2) By process experiencing is meant interpreting the situation anew and feeling the new (as
indeed at some time in the past, that was new and fiesh.)

Diferences between structure-boun.l arul process experiencing: past

Past experience figures in both cases. In the structure-bound case, however, one ends by
experiencing the past all over again. But this past is only repetitive pattem or structure,
franrwork, screen. In the process case, the past is influential in how one experiences the present,
and it is the present one feels and not the past. Past experience has be€n a sean ess mass that has
helped make the present, although the present is new. The difference between the two se€ms to
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lie essentially in the question of what is reacted to at the present moment. If one falls back into

the past and reacts to it, then the exp€rience is structure bound...Process experiencing is acting

in the present.

Di[erences bemeen lhe lypes (t e4)eriencinS: l]areness

Another difference lies in the bareness of the structue as compared to full-bodied process

experience. Take for example repetitive structures such as being dominated, submitting, domi-

naiing, depending, exposing, being exposed, hurting, or being hurt. These are not full-bodied

situations. Whether they fit or not, they are mere structures. They repeat' they are always the

same, always feel the same, and are thin pattems. They can be fantasized as situations but they

are not full-bodied detail situations.

Dillerences beueen lhe tlPes of e4)eriencing: Accuraq' of percePlion does nol diJferentiote

the tuto rypes ol experiencinS.

Accuracy or appropriateness is not the basis ofthe distinction between the types ofexperienc-

ing. For example, a person may really be dominated and that may also be how he/she is prone

toleel, Even in such a case, the actua.l "now" may burst in on him/her as a torrent ofpresent detail

which would feel altogether different and wash away the old skeletal structure he/she previously

read into the situation and reacted to. We see, then, that accuracy of perception is not the basis

of this distinction, although of course the rcpetitive structures are likely to lead to inaccuracy.

Neither is mere breadth ofperception basic. Basically, the distinction is between on the one hand,

experiencing passively, tied up by a bare pattem, and, on the other hand, experiencing actively

and directly a new present. Accuracy and breadth and other qualities of perception can be seen

as likely to accompany 
,'Process"- experiencing . The term "perception" itself focuses on what

is perceived. Our term "experiencing" focuses on the natue of the felt act. Change in it seems to

us to be basic to what is Derceived.

Dilferences befiteen the kinds of erpe rienclttSl: The nalure of he erPeriencing, is basic'

These differences (in the way of carrying over of the past and in the richness of bareness of
an experiencing) indicate a difference in the very nature or manner ofexperiencing Thiswillbe
refened to as the narure of experiencing, whose meaning will gradually develop with regard to

richness of present detail, structure-bound experiencing is of a structure which "fits" Process is

the experiencing of the live detail.
Forixample, in some of the sexual perversions the person seeks to have sexual feelings by

looking for a very narrowly defined situation. The details not only are unimportant, but he/she

may explicitly have to ignore some of them in order to be able to react to the essential structure

of the situation he/she seeks to set up. It is as if he/she wanted people to play a certain drama

over and over. only to that can he/she react sexually. He/she is pedectly familiar with the roles

and acts of the drama and further details or uniqueness are only disturbing

This illustrates that the structure-bound is not really the experiencing ofa present situation but

ofa s$ucture, bare and repetitive.

Dilferences in tlte kirul of e4terlencing: I"rozen

Moving on to another aspect of the same brsic difference we may say thlt repetitive

experiences are "fiozen". On certain cues there arises from past experience a whole consEuct, as

a unit. The person has not taken that experience apart and differentiated it internally. Presumably

he/she cannot. Optinally, past experience is like the present, in some aspects, and unlike in it in

others. Without specifically symbolizing or being aware of the past, all possible aspects and

relationships are available to us for the expriencing of the present Optimally, the new is not

reduced to the old, but a "seamless" mass ofolds selectively used to make the new. When a whole
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construct ofthe past assens itselfand is projected onto the present and is reacted to, it's inaccurate
and bare: the fiozen old, not the fluid new nor the fluid old.

An illustration of this is the following example: In doing therapy, a new situation (namely the
client) is presented to you and you try to understand him. Wben you do, you are not aware of the
pa.rticular experiences from your past, which make understanding possible. But, in contrast to
feeling what he/she experiences (from out of some fluid apperceptive mass ofyours) it is quite
a different mafter when some experience of your own conres to you. If that experience is not
frozen, then the fact that it is yours will be a fleeting thought and you will return well equipped
to understand you.r client. You will freely be able to (if you have time) distinguish how his^rer
and your experience are sirnilar and how they differ. But if your own experience is frozen, his
will feel to you like yours (even if you know better), and you will be dogged by your feeling.
Mormver, your feeling won't open up and produce the further understandings ofwhat the client
opens up and explores funher in hisfrer feeling.

The problern of the repetitive structure: Change

It would seem that the repetitious, bare and frozen must somehow be opened up, since the past
in its original fullness cannot be had now. Only the bare structure can be had now. The richness
ofexperience lies in the multi-various process continually going on in the present. The structure-
bound person has that rich process ofnow screened through the bare structure ofthen. It follows
that only in the now can he/she take a hold on process and richness. The old structure can't open
up to the richness ofthen. There is only a richness ofnow. Change therefore must be an increasing
ability to experience the richness of now.

The repetitive structure arul inhibitirns.

What obsfucts the experiencing of the rich now is another important aspect of the structure-
process problem. There are inhibitions or restrictions which extend to the whole person. These
restrictions are both past and present. That means they can be seen both as inherent in the old
structures and still operative on the person now. As an exarnple, a structure may be one ofgiving
without regard to selfand the person is also unable to consider himseli we will now turn to these
old restrictions within the old structures, operating on the whole person in the present, which
therapeutic change seems to us to overcome.

Our emphasis changes the focus fiom re-working the past to a focus on broadening present
experiencing. This will be clearer after the following discussion of the resfictions seen within
srucrures.

Inhibition and the bodily or visceral ain: Duplicoting and transference

The structures which people repeat are notable for being in themselves inhibitive ofthe bodily
aim which is implied. The structure seems to be some stage or variety of a biological drive that
would ordinarily have gone to completion. Freud analyzed the sexual perversions this way, The
same can be seen in other structures where the need, say for food and for personal closeness
conflicts with structures where one doesn't eat, and, because ofthe structures, the person obtains
approval which only promises the personal closeness. Fame and power too, aim only at signs or
means to fulfillments. These restrictions on experiencing should be seen with a view to the
person's experience ofhimselfas a whole. The very nature ofbeing dominant or submissive or
voyeur or masochist obviates direct involvement of the penon. you don't need to cope with a
whole situation and another whole person. Broad, changing, unpredictable self-involvement is
unnecessa.ry. You merely view as voyeur, you are nothing more in the situation. Not only is it a
bare frozen role, but it holds back the person. The role may be active, but the person partial
person, the person in the structure will do.
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In therapy, a whole selfin action replaces a bound self seeing a picture of itself. The change
in the nature of experiencing extends to the nature of the self that experiences. Duplicating or
transference arises because wha( was restricted then, will still be restricted now, and will appear

in a restricted form in the therapy situation. This is fortunate since it will allow the fuller
experiencing of the therapy situa(ion to transcend thai which has been restricted.

There is no need to esp€cially create a situation that repeais the client's past or encourages
transference. The restriction is general for this person and will operate here also. The fuller, the
more real and more rounded a situation of two people is, the more certain that it will be relevant
to the restrictions.

The process of change:

Ofcourse therapeutic change implies not only repeti tion, but the overcoming ofthe restrictions
imptied in them. But, if the client overcomes these at all, ir will be now and with this present
person, not in a remembered or projected past. We assert then, that change depends on going
beyond the pattern with this person, not working within the old pattem. If we could show that in
(herapy, there is a new nature ofexperiencing, ofthe now, this would be the cause or condition
for the growth beyond the "transference" or repetition that clients bring with them.

Perhaps the restriction stems from some specific emotion such as guilt, fear, or shame.

Whatever the client says is unique in the therapy situation for him ("only with you can L......")
is probably a good indicator of what the restriction is for him. As long as that remains unique,
hdshe could be considered overcoming the restriction, al(hough not finished with it.

As we are saying that (he process of fte present relationship situation supersedes the old
structure and that this change occsrs in the real now, not in the past as projected...an interesting
question is: Are these old structures "broken through" or do they merely become less important
as new process experiencing becomes possible, We think the lafter to be true.

We can now assert: only experiences that are actually "had," finished or gone lo their results,
can serve as seamless past experience for a new present. The inhibited aim -- the prevented

conclusion of tbe bodily aspects of the experience -- makes for the "fiozen" aspect of these

structures. Something cannot be experienced and is denied. More basically, something restricts

the person from experiencing in an active, holistic manner. When we note that a person dare not
experience something, we must look not only at what that is, but also at the restriction implied
for his experiencing and being active generally- Inability to have the fullness of now is not a mere
lack of percepts, but a tied-down nature of experiencing (both self and in general). Inhibition
means not being able to have the fullness of now as well as not having had the fullness of the
past. It is a lag in which one gets stuck with what one was but couldn't fully be. Full process

implies that in the next moment again orte will fully have thai next mornent and thus, one will
have let go of the last one. we can leave easily only through fully having.

The same point from the perspective of full experiencing: if we can fully (or more fully) have
present process experiencing, this having of the present process experiencing would be the cause

of growth, i.e. the condition for the ability to cease reliance on the past structures with their
passive tied down nrture of experiencing.

We find in therapy just such sweeping in on the client by the now, just such "more than I can

take" which goes beyond Ihe structure. It is possible then (o see therapeutic change as brought
about by a present which (gradually or dramatically) comes home to the client as new process

experience of now, despite the fact that it exceeds what his structures permit. From this point of
view it becomes a secondary matter to adjust his view of self and expectancies to fit what first
must be experienced. But the crux lies in the notion that in exploring WITH someone, a new
situation is had in which a now-process (akes place in that very exploration. Thus, duplicating
in the present situation is a concept which helps to explain how I can, at the present moment have
a process-feeling, going-to-completion experience, even though I seem to be (alking in the past.

65
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Because the past is BOTH past and now. In (he present situation, I can go beyond, I can process.

As then I cannot. But, this now-process, especially as relevant to restrictions, goes on even if the
client is talking about the past.

More results of change

Not only will there be experiences (with someone) the client could not have perceived, but
there is the change we have been describing in the whole nalure of experiencing generally, and
in fie na(ure of the self as experiencing agent.

Again, there is, of course, a verifiable change from one set of self<oncepts to another. But
underlying that there is a change from a self seen in structure {o a self felt in process. The self is
either a system of pictures, rules, concepts, pafterns, in short: something known and familiar.
Or, the self is nothing known or perceived as much as it is an ongoing 'lust was". It is a

self-in-motion, at first dizzying.
In therapy, a person conles to perceive data that is inconsis(ent with his self-concept sct. The

structure ofhin/herselfby which he/she goes and which he/she feels as hinVhenelf, breaks apan.
We have seen his/her surprise, fear, and joy at finding that hey'she wasn'(, after all, that struc(ure.
Nor is he/she any structure, since he/she now, for this moment, has none. what we assert here is
that he doesn't replace this self-in-motion wilh another structure. Yes, he/she does form another
set of self-descriptions. These will be different, as he/she is different. But no longer does hdshe
experience him,/trcnelf as such a structure. At least lo some extent, he/she identifies him,/herself
with the ongoing process, something of an entirely different nature.

Sorne poinls of contact hebreen otlter llrcorics und *'hal we hate soitl

This process-structure lheory is not in itselfnew. Rogers (19-57, p. 522) says: The client..."is
replacing his present value SYSTEM ...with a continuing organismic valuing PROCESS."

We see the movement fiom structure to process as basic- This is a movement which can explain
and be seen as underlfng changes from one kind of self-concept to another, one self-struclure
to another, one attitude towajd self to another, etc. All these changes, which do occur, can be
considered as results of a change from structure-bound to process experiencing. To put the basic
difference most broadly, represenl it in a kind of formula: The change from X to X' is a result
ofan underlying change from X to Y..For example, when a client changes his valuc system fiom
one system, X to another system, Xr, this is the result of a change from value system (X) to
valuing process (Y) something different in nalure, not another variety of the same kind...as one
value system and another value system differ in variety but are lhe same in kind. We extend this
formula to experiencing in general, and to self (which changes from object to "medial" subject
ofacting and functioning, beconring a selffelt predominantly in action rather than a self perceived
predominantly as an object).

The theory presented here, therefore, does not contradict Rogers directly. We would prcdict
that indices of the change fiom structure to process would co-vary wilh changes in self{oncept,
in breadth and accuracy of self-pcrception. Ifthe indices of lhe moven)ent toward process could
be found within therapy events, it might be determinable whether thc movement to process
precedes the changes in self-concept and perception.

Acceptance (not liking, but personal closeness and empalhy, undiffcrentiated and genuine)
seems necessary. However, the restriction on self-perception, inconsistency of structure and
bodily aim, -- these are really negative aspects which therapeutic change removes. Afterwards
acceptance by others is no longer essential lo being oneself. Inability to perceive inconsistcncy
between self-structure and experience, likewise, is renoved. But, what is the positive process
which removes it, what is lhe agent or activity which carries on through perceived inconsistencies
and comes to tolerate them from then on? Thcrefore, our lerms can be considered as referring to
the experiential data summarized by the "growth principle." Standal ( 1954) makes acceptance
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the factor that intervenes to allow perception of inconsistencies. But acceptance, after all, is only

a necessary condition and, even as that, it ceases to be necessary later' What then does the acting'

the resolving, the tolerating? Or, another way to put it, what is the self when rie structure falls

to pieces? A "medial" (i.e. acdve, not object of perception) self in process is implied

Conclusion

It is due to this view of the optimal self as acting that we do not think that therapeutic change

can be represented fully in terms of awareness or perception. The mere presence or absence in

awareness of some experience says nothing about the quality, directness or reality feeling about

the experiencing of it. Mere presence or absence in awareness says nothing about the ability of
the person to be a whole and active seli Where denial to awareness is overcome, lt appears to

be a result ofexperiencing full present perception. Much was alrendy in awareness, but in passive

pieces, the client,s to drive for reality connection, for a feeling of him/trerself as an active being,

ior the sense of him,herself as broader and as a source of experiencing and a basis of his/her own

activity. It is with this intuitive view, as well as with our theoretical generalizations that we expect

to show that the characteristics of the situation (trA) engender the impact ofprocess expenence

(IIB) as it occurs in therapy, periodically, from hour to hour. This impact is often more than

restrictions and limits of self-perception allow him. trB are terms showing change in the nature

ofthe experiencing going on within the therapy situation Group I denotes that same new nature

ofexperiencing generalized in the person's experience.
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